1st OPEC – ECT – OFID ANNUAL LEGAL WORKSHOP
Energy, Law & Development

(Vienna, 30 & 31 October 2019)

Tentative programme and schedule – subject to change

Day 1: 30 October 2019

Session I

10:30 – 11:30: Best practices for development of oil public policies and legal regimes – current updates

11:30 – 12:30: From oil industry to renewable energy – legal considerations for transition.

12:30 – 13:30: Lunch Break

Session II

13:30 – 14:30: Use of oil contracts as instruments for development

14:30 – 15:30: Lessons learned from negotiating extractive industry contracts – a governments’ perspective

15:30 – 16:00: Coffee Break

16:00 – 17:00: Panel of International Organizations – Cooperation in Energy Matters

18:30: Reception (TBD)
Day 2: 31 October 2019

Session III

09:00 – 10:00: Improving oil contracts for increased transparency

10:00 – 11:00: Perspectives for climate change regulation and adjudication in the energy industry

11:00 – 11:30: Coffee Break

12:00 – 13:00: Investment in new energy projects – Perspective from International Energy Companies

13:00 – 14:00: Lunch Break

Session IV

14:00 – 15:00: Interventions in Energy Sector by IO development agencies

15:00 – 16:00: Evolution of the energy industry regulation in the coming decades

16:00 – 17:00: Best practices for managing energy disputes – a practical approach

v. 11 Sept 2019